Martin F Perez | Accomplishments 2019-2020

Strategic Direction 1: Student Learning
- Created and implemented MESA directive workshops
- Took lead as Engineering Program Manager implementing summer camps
- Hired and trained student workers to assist with summer camps
- Took lead of Chevron Design Challenge as site host
- Supported ESIT faculty members in curriculum development instruction within program pathways
- Received funds to provide materials and services for STEM camps and awareness

Strategic Direction 2: Student Progression and Completion
- Created pathway flow charts for areas under IT & T pathways
- Volunteered and supported CTE focused events
- Sponsored and collaborated job outlook workshops for CCPT2 pathway
- Facilitated workshops focusing on career outlook and expectations
- Worked with ESIT faculty to make contact with students for program success
- Work with faculty and staff to provided immediate intervention for at-risk students as our program became aware of them
Strategic Direction 3: Facilities and Technology
• Utilized CCPT2 funds to sustain and improve areas within Engineering/Industrial Technology areas

**Strategic Direction 4: Leadership and Engagement**

• Filled in as Director of MESA, implemented existing protocols
• Member of KCCD Leadership Academy
• Serve on Alliance for Career Pathways (CCPT2)
• Data Coach for STEM/Science and Engineering & ESIT
• Attend CCCOA and Education Leadership conference Sacramento
• Attend Get Focused, Stay Focused annual conference January 2019
• Continued to serve on Kern County Career Expo committee
• Member of Administrative Council
• Provided ongoing communication with faculty and staff regarding applicable information, as well as opportunities for faculty professional development